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Topics that will be discussed in the first chapter of this general analysis has been
noted and in this chapter; the term literally means the promise of marriage and legal
means and farms of engagement such promise of a unilateral contract and bilateral
contract and procedural or legal opinion & at is factory agreement and engagement
of Iran and Egypt and Britain have been analyzed . in the second chapter deals with
the legal nature of the engagement and it works and engagement is defined in terms
of lawyers in Iran ; Egypt and England and marriage vows are promises a reference to
the necessity or permit and nominated contract the perspective of Iran and Egypt and
British lawyers and Imams jurists and Sunni scholars view fully described and on the
other hand the amount of obstacles during the engagement ;including the extent of
gender barriers the perspective of Islamic jurists and legislators in Iran and Egypt and
Britain are discussed.in the third chapter of the damage caused by disrupting the
nomination of candidates presented and the effects of altering the settlement
demand compensation the Iranian legislative point of view before deleting Article
1036 of the civil code and later Muslim scholars and courts and opposing views on the
rights of Egypt’s compensation claims and legal views of England are described . In
the fourth chapter،since both sides of the strength and love for each other gifts are
offend in candidate did not realize for some reason،the legal nature of these gifts is
analyzed in terms of housing or lack of housing refund .It is necessary to explain the
legal issues’ the perspective of comparative analysis ،all rights Britain and Egypt،the
two countries have been sorted to also study esteemed reader law states that the
common law to differentiate these two countries compared with Iran’s rights’ and the
relative advantage’s and disadvantage’s of these countries، the rights of Iran’s rights
realized it can be means to provide a comparative perspective and guidelines and
suggestions for amending relevant legislation by the legislature of Iran
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